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JUNE 1990
5t23190 HATONN
Greetings in the Light of the Radiant
One. Hatonn present.
It appears to be time to discuss things
of human nature and relationships.
Ones become a bit into overload and
all need the strengthening of love and
support in order to be able to see the
hope and security which comes with
knowledge; look over that wall of
bleakness into the sunshine of truth
and the freedom knowledge brings
forth.
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graciousness, who wished to come.
They knew nothing of “harmonic
convergence” or space men or new
age--Dharma had penned a small
book she thought to be fantasy. The
fact that it was not fantasy was not
apparent to her at the time and she
gave it unto others to do that which
they would with it. I tell you this to
lay the scene.

BROTHERS OR A CLEAN
FLOOR?

Grandfather came the day after the
crowd left and Dharma simply wanted
to get her home into some semblance
of order. She and Oberli were washing up the sticky kitchen floor and
Grandfather asked Dharma to please
come forth as he would like to make
an audio tape for the departed ones.
Dharma said to Oberli that someone,
Grandfather?, wanted her to make a
tape with “information” of some sort.
She was weary as anyone would be
who had had some 30-40 guests for 45 days and she said aloud--“Well, not
now--I am going to tend this house
and maybe after I finish this floor I’ll
consider doing something else.
I
don’t really believe in those silent little voices from out of nowhere, anyway.” Wham, she was flat on the floor
and hardly able to get to the couch to
lie down. Oberli helped her cross the
room and it was quite clear that it was
time to make a tape for Grandfather.

On August 19, 1987, Grandfather
spoke to these ones following a lovely
gathering of ones professing to be
friends and who set the meeting--for
these ones did not call any meeting of
any sort; they simply allowed use of
their property and welcomed all in

He quietly asked them, “Would you
have a clean floor and no brother to
walk upon it?” He spoke for a great
time and he told them that the space
brothers would be coming forth and
that they would be as the hosts in service unto Creator and they must pay

We are bombarded with all manner
of input; all of which is extreme in
any direction, from literal hate projection to the kindest and most loving
appreciation. From those who call us
Satan to ones who recognize our relationship with Holy God. The sheer
impact of the emotions can tell you
the truth of our projections.
There
are those committed
to actually
killing the scribe to stop of the work-that, dear friends, indicates the truth
of it. For it is coming forth from the
ones who have been telling you “half’
truth and setting the mis-information
screen into even deeper shrouding.
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He told them that the
attention.
cover-up has been magnificent and
that cover-up would continue as long
as possible, then there would be the
great discounting and the connection
made from high and planted sources
that there were evil aliens causing
havoc and the fear planted in the
mass consciousness and then, finally,
every dastardly deed on the planet
would be blamed “officially” on the
aliens when the truth could not
longer be kept secret. Have you not
seen it played out in just these three
years?
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THE GREY ALIEN MYTH
The next statement is for ones such as
Virgil Armstrong, John Lear, Bill
Cooper and dozens of other “experts”
who have “uncovered” all this secret
baloney. Note they are all ex-military, CIA, etc. Funny thing--other
personally known ones from the military, etc., are petrified to speak under
penalty of death for treason and/or
long incarceration and/or the families
so threatened that they dare not
speak. Is it not strange that these
ones go merrily about telling all the
secrets and nobody does much of anything to them? Dharma is attacked at
least once weekly and a daily barrage
of extra low frequency beams are constantly beamed at her home.
I have told
I would be
them when
the correct
from their
tinue to
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th&e “mouth-pieces” that
quite happy to work with
they are ready to project
and truthful conclusions
nonsense--they only conthreaten
and discredit.

Could it be we speak truth, my
friends? No one goes about kicking
dead dogs!, I believe your saying goes.
Let us speak of the secret Dulce base,
for instance--you can find reference
to it in any expose’ book by any of the
above named plus a dozen more and
in SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED, The Journal.
A select team of elite fighters, such as
the Green Berets, was trained to go
into the Dulce base and free hostages
held by some “reported” little gray
aliens. The story goes even further
and says they went in to free the
hostages and were “evaporated” by
the aliens.
No, they were trained and were sent
in to kill everyone who could bring
the truth out and a “reason” was set
up for those troops to disappear so
they could be sent to your outer space
bases without being missed. What
you the public are told is like a pin
head of information in an elephant.
The truth is so fantastic that you cannot believe it. NOW, HOWEVER,
THE TRUTH IS COMING OUT
FROM ALL THE WOODWORK
AND FROM
EVERY
DIRECTION--IN WRITTEN
EYE-WITNESS FORMAT. WE ARE ONLY
GIVING YOU ONE-UP IN EXPECTATION AND THE CONFIRMATION WILL FOLLOW.
WE
GIVE YOU NAUGHT “NEW” OR
DANGEROUS PER-SE, JUST THE
FACTS AND ALLOW YOU ONES
TO CHECK IT ALL OUT AND
SEE WHAT YOU FIND. YOUARE
FINDING TRUTH, AREN’T YOU?
TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE,
DEAR ONES.
KNOWLEDGE
AND TRUTH FOR WHEN THE
RECOGNIZE
THE
MASSES
HEINOUS FACADE, THE GAME
WILL BE OVER FOR THE CONSPIRATORS--OURS
IS TO WAKE
MANKIND UNTO THE TRUTH!
WHY DO ONES FEEL COMPELLED?
This is not for everyone, that I respond. I have ones constantly be re-

bellious and furious with their family
members or spouses who feel a need
to work, for instance, with the Journals and the other is filled with fury.
Ah so, when man answers his call to
God, this is the pathway to peace
within and tragic bombardment without. And yet, who will do it in your
stead if you have made a contract
with God? In the passage, all is put
aside including relationships and just
you and God walk forth into whatever comes after this journey. JUST
YOU AND GOD!
NO HUSBANDS, NO WIVES AND NO
CHANNELS, ASTROLOGERS
OR
ADVISORS.
JUST YOU AND
GOD WITH ALL COVERINGS
REMOVED AND ALL EXCUSES
WIPED AWAY!
With some who are totally beloved
and in great pain, it is not the perceived loss of riches, although it is
difficult to move from great splendor
into lesser as perceived by a self-centralized ego through fear, usually; but
rather, a “loss of control”.
If one
chooses his or her path in deference
to the other, ‘the “other” feels total
loss of control and usually it comes
forth from one who has had great
control in most hidden manners.
Then, there will always be the
“channels” and soothsayers who will
give testimony that it will not last, or
it will be a passing thing, or, or, or
and effort at diminishing the truth of
Hatonn and/or other energies who
commune through this source. ‘Tis
fine, and I urge that all listen unto
them most carefully and look closely
into circumstances and then decide
who is speaking truth in your circumstance. A parent can always tell the
child exactly that which he desires to
hear but will it save him from the
truck bearing down upon him if he be
in the roadway?

information
by denouncement
or
anger--not by one iota for truth IS
and always IS and not dependent
upon a player of cards or marker of
stars. Those are fun and tools, no
more and no less. If you base those
readings as your foundation, you shall
be misled for they were not intended
to be foundation, but only tools. If
you use them to further hide from
truth you only have prolonged your
enslavement.
But it is none of my
business and each will *s/her
own choices in total free-will.
A man asks of me, “Should I relocate?” Who am I to say? He must
come into his own balance and with
that of his attachments. If I suggest a
thing and later it is perceived to have
been error--who is blamed? Further,
if the spouse disapproves, who is
surely blamed by that one? Then, the
battle royal begins. Check carefully
your advisors and see if perhaps there
is personal intent which is not clearly
in your favor. Most advisors do not
know of that which they do. I am
most pleased when I can personally
commune with them for we meet on a
much higher plane and understanding
of intent can be visualized quite
openly.
I care not if I be denounced.
My
work and words stand on their own in
the light of God. I do object when
ones influence another when they,
themselves, have partakeh not of the
feast. How can you denounce of the
cake if you have not tasted of it?
That is what is happening with the
Journals--ones are told a thing, or
read a passage and then it is deAfter you have studied
nounced.
very, very carefully, ALL for yourself-then I would hear your rebuttal. Until that point I would hope that
searchers would look beyond one
who would keep you distracted from
the “possible” truth of it.

God will never urge you to refrain
from learning--even if it be from vile
information. Clear of your space and
discern in the presence of Holy God.
You will be given to see within and
know the truth of it. It will change of
nothing if you cease to partake of the
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ANTI-CHRIST
Well, just tell us straight
stance, who is the group
the anti-Christ? Then we
you. OK, are you ready?
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out, for inmaking up
will believe
The group

is made up of that which you refer to
as the Lost Tribe, or the 13th tribe of
Khazars who pronounced themselves
Jews. They are the Zionists. They
have infiltrated every crevasse of your
planet and intend to rule the world at
any cost and do so by military force
before you are finished.
What proof have I? Oh my, I suggest
you read the Journals and then do
your homework! But let us consider
just one pertinent fact that has come
to light in the very recent press and
world knowledge. Let us talk about
the killings at Katyn forest.
I am going to quote something to you
which appeared in many of your papers about April 19, 1990. This is
only an example of the references
brought forth. It is most interesting
to note that the Establishment media
is now finally beginning to admit certain facts that it has long covered or
completely hidden.
You see, your
press and media is 100% completely
controlled. You receive exactly that
which is intended for you to see and
then, finally, something causes the
surfacing of the lie.
. . . . . the slaughter of 4,000
Polish officers in Katyn forest,
USSR by the Soviets in World
War II. The USSR had categorically denied this for 40 years
and the crime had been charged
against the Germans.
America and the Allied nations who had joined together to
destroy Germany referred to
“good old Uncle Joe Stalin” as a
champion of liberty and a lover
of mankind. However, Winston
Churchill’s prewar description
of the Bolsheviks as “bloody baboons and foul, filthy butchers”
was far more accurate and near
the truth, although unfair to baboons.
Besides the 4,000 Polish
officers massacred at Katyn,
whose mass graves were found
by the German army, it is known
that at least 11,000 more Poles

were murdered by the Soviets.
Concerning the location of their
graves nothing certain will be
known until the Kremlin reveals
its archives to the world at large.
[Note that the Soviets have
owned up to the cover-up.]
Far more important than
the fact that the Katyn massacres were committed by the
communists is the effect of this
revelation upon the validity of
the Nuremberg trials. At those
trials, many German leaders
were found guilty of “crimes
against humanity,” and a number
of them were executed and are
still being sought and executed.
A greater miscarriage of justice
has not occurred in this century,
for a principal charge against the
Germans was that they were
guilty of the Katyn murders.
How Stalin must have
chuckled in glee as his own men
accused and sat in judgment
over those who were innocent of
the crimes.?
We should note that even
then there were honest men, in
the United States and elsewhere,
who surmised the truth. Robert
Taft, son of William H. Taft, declared that, “The Nuremberg trials will forever remain a blot on
American jurisprudence.”
iit you see, the Americans knew
the truth and they, in turn, were
covering up the murder of a million plus Germans. /
BLATANT

HYPOCRISY

The presence of the Soviets
on the Nuremberg tribunal was
not the only blatant hypocrisy.
German Adm. Erich Raeder
went to Berlin’s Spandau Prison
for life for plotting the invasion
of Norway in order to block a
planned
British invasion of
Norway.
Before the German
troops landed, the English had
already violated Norway’s neutrality by planting mines and by
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other actions.
Churchill
conceded
that
the Germans barely beat his
British marines to the punch in
This was
invading Norway.
thanks to an unforeseen delay in
the British invasion timetable.
Perhaps the most cruel
joke of Nuremberg was that the
Germans were not indicted for
the aerial bombing of Rotterdam, Warsaw and London. Why
not try Luftwaffe commander
Hermann Goering for killing
60,000 civilians? The answer is
simple enough: The bombings
by the Germans were mild and
insignificant compared to what
the British and the Americans
had done to Germany.
The English had been carpet-bombing the Germans since
May 5, 1940, several months
before
Goering
turned
his
bombers loose against English
targets, where they initially
sought military rather
than
civilian objectives. In contrast,
the English bombers did not
even try to find factories and
militaty objectives.
They concentrated especially on workingclass neighborhoods where the
houses were close together so
that maximum damagre and loss
of life could be achieved.
DESTROY

HOUSING

Churchill’s adviser, Prof.
Frederick
Lindemann,
stated
that the policy should be to destroy, utterly, at least half the
housing in all German cities of
50,000 or more inhabitants.
It is likely that ‘millions of
German civilians were killed,
wounded or rendered homeless
by these atrocities. February 13,
1945 saw the culmination of the
Lindemann Plan.
With Germany prostrate and all resistance over, 2,000 night bombers
hit
Dresden,
packed
with
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600,000 refugees from Stalinist
terror; at least 135,000 civilians
were slain in a city that had no
military defenses or objectives.
Even some of the English were
ashamed.
One author wrote that,
“Victory was won by the most
uncivilized means of warfare
that the world has known since
the Mongol devastations.”

into the cosmos. Further, you have
done great evil to your space brothers
who were asked to come to your
place.
What man does upon the
planet to one another, as heinous as
it may be, we of the cosmic realms
may not interfere--but you now bring
your weapons and evil into our spaces
and we are given to not be permitting
it. Further, we are allowed to bring
our own into safety.
RESEARCH

Meanwhile
Lazar
Kaganovitch, brother-in-law of
Stalin, and known as the
Butcher of Ukraine, who forced
the death by starvation of 8 million Ukrainians, still lives in
Moscow in peace and luxury.
Many more truths remain
to be ferreted out and exposed;
and when all this has been done,
the much slandered Germans
may yet emerge as the least
guilty of most Europeans.
The next lie to be exposed
is the so-called holocaust, a diabolical myth.
Oh, what lies are told by
governments and private interests to load their own guilt upon
innocent victims!
BUT HOW CAN SOME BELIEVE SO ADAMANTLY?
Because some have SEEN FOR
THEMSELVES!
Dear ones, there
are ones in this group who have literally seen the craft stashed, for instance, at Edwards Air Force Base.
There are ships there now and they
were there decades ago. These ones
were warned to “forget” it forever or
forever would come very quickly.
Your government has whole ships,
parts of craft and bodies in varying
stages of murder, incarceration and
research of space aliens who came to
your place in friendship. Oh no, your
military and government
cannot
cover it much longer, dear ones.
They have encroached into the outer
limits and this evil will not be allowed

WHENCE
COMES TRUTH
AS
LONG AS IT IS TRUTH?
FURTHER, THERE
IS NOT LEFT
MUCH TRUTH FROM ONES ON
YOUR PLACEMENT
FOR YOU
ARE TRULY PEOPLE OF THE
LIE FROM THE BEGINNING.
YOU, AS A SPECIES,
HAVE
FORGOTTEN HOW IT IS AND IT
IS NOW THE TIME OF REMEMBERING. SO BE IT.
COMETS, WORMWOOD AND
HUBBLE TELESCOPES

AND BALONEY

No space alien with technical ability
to come to your planet from a distant
source needs do any research for his
species from any of your species.
There are almost 2 million human
inhabited planets in your galaxy
alone; why would any man with technology to traverse the universe come
to a primitive planet to “upgrade” his
species?
Reason alone should tell
you the stupidity of such projections.
Any research going on is by prior
agreement in order to somehow get a
few, or as many as time will allow,
through a beam system in some measure of safety. A place is being prepared for you just as promised.
Sometimes we of the lesser dimensions in service to the Master and
Creator wonder why God bothers-but then, there are all of you there
who are our brothers and God never
pulls from man--‘tis man who pulls
WE CERTAINLY
from God.
NEED
NOT
YOUR
PLANET
WHICH IS READY TO SELF-DESTRUCT
AT
YOUR
OWN
HANDS--WE HAVE A UNIVERSE
OF PLANETS, IN PERFECTION,
AND A CREATOR TO CREATE
MORE IF WE NEED SUCH.

What do you expect to see through
your Hubble telescope? How do you
know it is in space? Your first four
shuttles only appeared to go into
space. The crew was sent to Australia, the launched shuttles were
forfeited and a duplicate came in
from Australia.
that
However,
could
it
be
“Wormwood”,
“Herculobus”,
(the
planet of bitterness) is becoming visible? Could it be that you have some
very nervous leaders on your placement? Ponder it! God and Satan are
quite on track--are you?

IT IS VERY DEFINITELY
TIME
THAT YOU ONES BEGIN TO
LOOK AT THAT
WHICH
IS
ABOUT YOU AND STOP OF THE
FAIRY TALES. FURTHER, YOU
HAD BETTER OVERLOOK THE
SOURCE OF THESE AUTHORS
FOR WHILE YOU ARE TRYING
TO DISCOUNT HIGHER INPUT-YOUR
WORLD
DIMINISHES
DAILY.
WHO CARES FROM
I
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TELL US SOMETHING

NEW!

We have just had some interesting responses which I wish to share--“Why
do you give us the same old drivel?
Why don’t you come up yith something new?” There is nothing “new”
in the universe, and it is obvious that
99.99% of humanity haven’t the
slightest notion that these things are
going on. It should tell you disbelievers who are seeing this for the first
time that you have been asleep because the news has been slipping
through for quite a while now. Take
that which you will of the information
and do that which you will with the
remainder--our mission is to bring it
forth unto you--your mission is to do
the rest! Oh yes, each one of you
came with a purpose and a mission;
and not one of you came to just sit
and watch in this final show of shows.
I care not what any self-proclaimed
guru or “channel” will tell you. Little
games of “just being” passed with the
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prior generation and the time of
choosing your destiny is at hand-quite clearly at hand. To not choose
is to have made your choice and it is
for the darkness, my brother, for this
precious gem of Emauralde has been
taken into control by evil. It is now
time to reclaim the kingdom by its
Creator.
Ones can denounce the Journals and
proclaim the writers, authors and
publishers evil and corrupt--or insane. It matters not one iota for truth
is truth and all the discounting in
your world will not change of it. They
also burned Bruno at the stake--it did
not change the order of the solar system! Nor will the discounting do
more than show the discounters for
the fools! God now lays the food
before you at the table--take and eat
or cast it aside, for it most certainly
matters not to these earth writers.
The writer hereof has made no
earthly gain from these Journals so be
cautious before casting stones as the
perception is being put forth that
great wealth is being gained therefrom. Not so; not so,--just headaches,
life threats, draining away of assets to
cover expenses and all manner of legal efforts against them. God never
promised the journey would be easy,
he only promised the goal at the end
of the path. As funds are added from
the work, they shall be immediately
poured back into the work of expressing truth in many ways.
To you who send your letters of kindness, it is payment in full for these
ones for if one little candle is lighted
in the darkness--there no longer is
darkness.
How do you begin?
By gaining
knowledge. As we are writing on the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights in
comparison to that which is brought
fourth for the destruction thereof;
join with us in activities of support or
presence, for instance, in July as
brought to you in the last Express.
This is where participation begins--at
home with your basic rights as citizens.
In closing, Dharma, please reprint the

message for Lech Walesa for I shall
refer to it often. You see, you will no
longer recognize your Bill of Rights
as the Constitution is already in substitution and new under enforcement.
Lech Walesa, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate: “I’ve read your Bill of Rights a
hundred times and I’ll probably read
it a hundred more before I die.
“I’m not sure the American people
have any idea how blessed they are to
have the Bill of Rights.
“After all, who needs a document to
guarantee rights that people already
presume they have? Ask the people
who tore down fences and jumped
walls. Ask the people who were cut
off from their families and deprived
of their jobs. Ask my fellow workers
at the Gdansk shipyard.

details of Nelson’s bump-off? Well,
we’ll have to move away from Eustate’s work for a bit and pick up the
threads. Perhaps the publisher will
fire Hatonn for too lengthy oratory. I
shall have to petition you of the public--do you desire short little nothings
or explicit information?
You who
continue to petition for secret information in explanation--this is it for
99.9% of the living populace. Those
with personal petitions, please be patient and we will get the responses
but this is most timely for you must
get a foundation of the workings of
your world order firmly fixed in your
heads. You must know who are your
enemies. Oberli, perhaps this heavy
load shall be divided into 3 or 4 Expresses. Yes, we definitely need a
newspaper for we intend to support
every author who has dared tell truth.
There are only a few remaining who
haven’t met with physical death.

“Freedom may be the soul of humanity, but sometimes you have to struggle to prove it.”
How many of you have read your own
Bill of Rights, even once? Then you
have no idea what-so-ever what has
come to pass upon you the people!
So be it. I shall not rest until you
have the comparative information
before you. We pen it now! After
the bars are locked, it is too late and
you are all but there, dear friends.
Harken unto truth or you shall be left
to mourn that which could have been!
Let us leave this now, as we have
much work to do. Abide with me
Dharma, for help is coming and we
can have rest when the more urgent
information is laid to press. No, I
cannot tell you when that will be but
the journey will have been worth it,
chelas.
Hatonn to clear, please. Saalome!
salute you.
X25/90
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Hatonn present to continue in the
Light of Radiance.
Oh, you are nosey and want the gory
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We honor two right here and now.
One, Dr. Peter David Beter and Dr.
Robert Mendelson. You won’t find
their finest works in the local library
or bookstores to any great extent.
Eustace Mullins has written the most
comprehensive
documents on the
subject of conspirators and libraries
are not allowed to carry them and
when they are put within in spite of
threats, the books are mysteriously
removed. Bookstores fear too much
to carry the literature--it is the same
with the Journals and until you the
people demand to have them, it will
continue. The only thing you have as
recourse is to keep publishing each
other’s information until the blanket
is enlarged. Then, a daring publisher
such as George will gain access to the
publications and make them available
for as long as we can--and that, we intend to be indefinitely!
Please support the work of these authors, especially the ones remaining such as Eustate Mullins; get the books from
America West asrit requires funds to
confront the conspirators in the unjustice courts, etc.
Even though Dr. John King was
“taken-out” some 2-3 weeks ago-continue to support his newsletters and
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we shall attempt to get to press, his
last book. It is so sensitive that no
publisher has dared print it. Please
support George as we work out details of integration with his son, John,
Jr., to continue his fine work
Dr.
King, Sr. realized too late that we are
real and truth. If ones but give Hatonn hearing, I have yet to have a single entity doubt my presence, even if
they might disallow for interference
in their own path. That is usually because of successful seminars which
would require a changing of output
and some of the “energies who send
the messages” are caught in their mischief and misleading and vanish in my
confrontation. So be it.
HEART ATTACK?
OH, PLEASE - - -!
A bit of background to interrupt this
interruption, please.
Russia’s first
publicized moon landing came to
light on October 16, 1977, on the
back side in Jules Verne Crater; and
by late the following month Russian
charged particle beam-weapons were
already operational on the near side
of the moon--and the U.S. beam system at your base on the moon was
blasted. Now in the decade since, all
manner of other things have happened but we are talking about Nelson’s death so don’t distract too far,
please.
These Russian moon based systems
can blast any visible spot on earth in
less than two seconds, and they constitute the second leg of the Russian
space triad.
On December 2,1977, the third leg of
Russia’s space triad announced its
presence to your surprised leaders.
On that day tremendous air quakes-loud blasts in the atmosphere--began
rolling in from the sea along America’s east coast. These later became
recognized all over the place. These
come from quite amazing Russian
Hovering Platforms which are called
Cosmospheres by the Russians. They
are fully armed with particle beamweapons from which your now invisible shields cannot hide your ships or

planes and they fire in any direction
including up. These weapons were
unleashed operationally in 1976-77.
They ruined a perfectly wondrous
Rockefeller plan for a carefully programmed nuclear war of first strike
upon Russia and altered drastically
the military balance between East
and West.
As a result, the leadership of the four
Rockefeller brothers in their worldwide power structure began to be seriously challenged.
They had made
serious mistakes in judgment and
their judgment was no longer accepted so easily by their most powerful associates and allies. At the
same time, something had to be done,
and quickly, to respond to the altered
situation. For these and other reasons, Rockefeller power began increasingly to turn toward support for
a sophisticated new Bolshevik revolution right in your good old U.S. of A.
It was then that the doors world-wide
began to open to Red China in the
fight against Russia. There was talk
in ‘78 about @merica “playing the
‘China Card’“. Nonsense, China was
playing the “America Card”. China’s
goal was a restored alliance with Russia on the best possible terms for
later on in the unfoldment.
So, in 1977 the four Rockefeller
brothers began using these and other
stopgap measures trying to save their
dynasty from utter ruin; but they have
been trying to swim against the current of history. Historical fact shows
that all true dynasties have a natural
life span of about a century, therefore, the Rockefeller dynasty diminution would be inevitable and appropriate. So things began to happen
and the Rockefeller lights began to
go out. John D. the 3rd, met his fate
allegedly in an automobile accident-and most bizarrely at that--near his
estate in Pocantico Hills, New York.
(That is another story.) Then, hardly
six months later, the second oldest of
the four brothers, Nelson, met his
death--on January 26,1979.
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THEN THE CONFUSION!
In life Nelson craved publicity, yet his
death was shrouded in obscurity and
unanswered questions and myriads of
answers--all lies.
Normally it is quite customary for the
body of an important public personality, such as a Senator or Vice-President (or a M. Forbes) to lie in state
so that the public can pay their last
respects. Remember, this was a powerful man who had run for President
and headed
State Governments.
Funny thing--this service was offered
to Nelson’s family in Washington by
U.S. Senate leaders but was rejected.
There was no lying in state--there was
no “viewing” at all. Instead, he was
accorded a very secret and quick cremation, a most unusual step in the
case of the Rockefellers, to say the
very least. There was a strictly private
memorial service, quick and brief.
Originally it was announced by Rockefeller aides that the cremation would
take place Monday morning, January
29. This was to be followed by the
memorial service at 11:OOA.M. But
even the public announcement was
shrouded in confusion and contradictions.
Meanwhile back in the underground,
reports about the circumstances of
Nelson’s death were equally contradictory and strange, raising one major
question after another. In response,
Rockefeller spokesmen kept changing the story from one hour to the
next and as the questions multiplied,
the cremation was speeded up. It was
performed a day ahead of time, on
Sunday morning.
Later that day, a family spokesman
announced
the cremation
to reporters, but he at first .,refused to
identify the crematorium
that was
used and gave no explanation for the
rush involved. There had been no
change in the plans for the memorial
service, which remained scheduled for
Monday.
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FATE OF A NATION AND IMPACT ON THE WORLD
The strange
circumstances
surrounding the death were not just a
morbid puzzle--they impacted the
fate of the U.S. and Western civilization.
He was one of the most
powerful men on earth and, by his
own choice, a public figure. Like the
mass death in Guyana two months
prior, Nelson’s death would affect
your lives--remember the Antarctic
episodes,
Falklands
and
New
Zealand?
Just as happened with Guyana, a
smoke screen of maneuvers, changing
stories, and confusion were used to
hide any truth about this untimely
death; but just as with Guyana, truth
catches up and someone tells.
At first the media chanted in unison
that Rockefeller died of a heart attack while working at his desk on the
56th floor of Rockefeller
Center.
The time of death was said to be
lo:15 P.M., Friday evening, January
26,1979. By the next day, however, a
conflicting story emerged. It was said
that he had died, not at Rockefeller
Center but at a town house located at
13 West 54th Street.
According to the New York Times for
Sunday, January 28, “Neighbors and
passersby reported that when the ambulance arrived a woman in an
evening dress emerged from 13 West
54th Street and accompanied the attendants as they carried Mr. Rockefeller to the vehicle”. By Saturday afternoon the official story changed to
the town house address. The Washington Post said on Sunday, January
28, “‘Rockefeller collapsed in his first
floor office in the town house at 13
West 54th Street at about lo:15 P.M.,
Friday and apparently died instantly,
family spokesman Hugh Morrow reported. It was initially reported by
Morrow that Rockefeller had suffered his heart attack in his 56th floor
office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza.” The
Post then quoted Morrow as saying,
“Actually the death occurred in Mr.
Rockefeller’s private office. The er-

ror was entirely mine.”
But then there were new questions.
People wondered who was the mystery woman in the evening attire?
Family spokesman Morrow said he
did not know of any woman being
present at the time of Rockefeller’s
death, according to the Sunday New
York Times; instead, he said that the
emergency number 911 had been
called “by an unidentified woman
neighbor”. Reportedly the only call
for an ambulance was made by means
of the 911 emergency number, and
even more serious questions boiled
up in this connection. For one thing,
that number is for use by the general
public in police and fire emergencies
and, as New Yorkers would know, it
is rarely answered promptly--and yet
there was never a report of so much
as a call for a private ambulance or a
phone call registered at that number
until well over an hour later than
stated. And still spokesman Morrow
said by Saturday that a body guard
and a chauffeur had been with Rockefeller at the time of death.

a 31-year old staff assistant on Mr.
Rockefeller’s
recent art projects.
Miss Marshack, who resides a few
doors away at 25 W. 54th Street,
placed the call to police within a
minute after Mr. Rockefeller was
stricken,’ Mr. Morrow said yesterday.
On Saturday Mr. Morrow had said he
did not know of any woman being
present.” Even the age of 31 given for
Miss Marshack by Morrow later
turned out to be incorrect; but with
this newly revised story another
Rockefeller spokesman said Sunday,
according to the New York Times the
next day, that “There was no discrepancy in the hour, it was simply a case
of people under pressure making a
mistake.” And also according to the
New York Times, Spokesman Morrow
also told reporters that Miss Marshack arrived at the town house for
work around
9:00 P.M. Friday
evening “wearing a long black evening
gown”.

Even worse was the question of the
delay before the call was placed.
Rockefeller spokesmen kept saying
that Rockefeller had died at lo:15
P.M., even after they changed their
story about where he died. But, police records showed that the conjured
911 call was not placed until over an
hour later, at 11:16 P.M. During the
missing
hour,
Rockefeller
aids
worked feverishly in making arrangements to prevent any autopsy from
taking place. How do I know? Well,
I have ways of knowing--but, there is
always a blabber-mouth in any evil
camp and a Rockefeller let it slip.
By the following day, Sunday, January
28, Rockefeller spokesman Morrow
delivered his third version of the story
to the press. According to the New
York Times for the following day, he
said, “‘that the death actually had occurred at about 11:15 P.M., and that
the two people present when Mr.
Rockefeller was stricken at the town
house were Andrew Hoffman, a security aide, and Megan Ruth Marshack,
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Most important of all was the question of the cause of death and by the
time spokesman Morrow gave his
third version of events to reporters
on Sunday, January 28, the rush, rush
cremation of Nelson had already
taken place. The chance that an autopsy might allow the truth to leak
out had been eliminated. Here, too,
confusion reigned supreme in the
public announcements. For example,
the New York Daily News for Sunday,
January 28, reported that it had
learned from a member of the family,
“‘that Rockefeller
had been complaining of chest pains for the last
week or so, but no one,’ it was reported, ‘thought the pains were significant and little attention was paid
to them’“. Yet elsewhere in the flood
of Rockefeller items in the same
newspaper there are the words of Dr.
Kenneth Ryland, Rockefeller’s personal physician for forty years. He
was quoted as saying, “I examined him
last Wednesdgy, and he was in excellent shape. I was shocked, completely
shocked.”
So, as in the case of the strange death
of Nelson’s brother John D. III
(aren’t you just itching with curiosity?

#6

Well, another episode, perhaps.) the
prior July in an alleged automobile
accident, you were never meant to
know the circumstances.
The “strange” lady with Nelson suddenly went into seclusion. She was
put immediately into a hospital in
Westchester County, New York, under very heavy guard; and then the
Rockefeller
spokesmen went into
high gear to hide all truth of the
death. Nothing but confusion was
put forth and worse, nothing was ever
done about it or followed up in any
manner.
But, dear hearts, there is no confusion about what took place that fateful Friday night. You see, as is always
done in intelligence circles, a psychological profile of Nelson had been
studied. It would show that it was often his custom after dinner with his
family on Fridays to leave to go to his
private five-story town house at 13
West 54th Street for “whatever” purpose. It would also show that on
these occasions his regular large contingent of armed guards would be off
duty.
On that Friday evening he made his
usual trip to the town house. There
he became “preoccupied” with doing
“whatever” he had gone there to do-with a lady in a long evening dress.
The moment came when his guard
was completely down, and at that
precise moment a shot was fired!
The bullet tore into Rockefeller’s
head with professional accuracy. After the shooting, his 25-year old female aide apparently collapsed in a
semi-state of shock. At a later report
she is said by Rockefeller spokesmen
to be in seclusion and unavailable for
comment. How secure do you think
that person would feel until her day
of transition?
The cover-up efforts continued but
new questions and glaring inconsistencies kept arising. For example,
Rockefeller spokesman Hugh Morrow said for nearly two days that he
did not know of any woman being

present when Rockefeller died; but
then later the New York Times said
that “The Associated Press yesterday
reported that at 400 AM. Saturday,
less than five hours after Nelson died,
one of its reporters recalling that
Miss Marshack had worked as a radio
AP news reporter in Washington before being hired by Mr. Rockefeller,
had called her seeking a radio report
on his death. Morrow was with her in
her apartment
and might speak
later.‘” When asked about this by the
Associated Press, Morrow reportedly
replied that, “Whatever Megan said at
4:00 AM., Pm not going to comment
on it. I’ve been through this thing
over and over again, and I’m tired of
it.”
The two remaining brothers, Laurance and David, could not afford to
let the truth be generally known
about Nelson’s death. It would certainly raise too many questions at
such a critical time--and believe me, it
was a CRITICAL time.
rotection for their
The greatest
power was alw i ys the false halo of
philanthropy.
That tranquil image
would have been shaken to its foundation by public knowledge that Nelson Rockefeller
was murdered.
Therefore, the horrendous wound to
his head would be covered forever
through cremation with dispatch and
false documents brought forth by the
Medical Monopoly, which the Rockefeller’s controlled, that he died of a
heart attack.

waiting in the wings”--a Rockefeller
protege. He was the one person who
would gain the very most from the
murder of Nelson---OH NO! YOU
GUESSED IT ALREADY--HENRY
KISSINGER!!!!
Yes, we will just continue this story at
another time but now, we are going
to return back to the ranch where the
bankers
are foreclosing
on the
rancher - - - - - -etc.!
Hatonn to stand-by, that we might
clear the circuit, thank you.
********
The Phoenix Journals:
Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name Immanuel
Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder
of the Phoenix

The once mighty four-man unit comprised by the four Rockefeller brothers was then very badly crippled.
David and Iaurance would need desperately to have someone join their
inner family circle as a replacement
for Nelson--and as it just happened,
the man to don Nelson’s cloak of
power was already conveniently at
hand and ready. In fact, he was with
Nelson only hours prior to the murder.
He was the man most responsible for
America’s disastrous intelligence gap
at the time. He was the “little Hitler
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